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This paper examines the composition of the Smyth and Hoare power domains (Ps and PH) 
applied over the class of consistently complete algebraic partial orders represented by Scott’s 
category of information systems. It is proposed that both orders of application yield equiva- 
lent domains. This is motivated by interpreting data elements in the Smyth as disjunction of 
propositions and those in the Hoare as conjunctions (as suggested by Scott), giving the two 
conjunctivedisjunctive forms for each of the double power domains. Then, using elementary 
category theory, it is shown that the images of any object under P,o P, and under P,o P, 
are isomorphic, and hence that both constructors are equivalent as functors. (c 1990 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
In 1976, Plotkin introduced a power domain for describing interleaved, nondeter- 
ministic computations [4]. Two constructors have emerged since: One introduced 
by M. B. Smyth in [7] and one which Plotkin calls the Hoare domain. Simple con- 
structions for the three domains can be found in [8] along with an interpretation 
for each based on modal assertions which can be made about nondeterministic 
computations. Although both are, in a sense, semantically less precise than the 
Plotkin domain, particularly with respect to terminating and nonterminating com- 
putations, the Smyth and the Hoare constructors have nice properties when applied 
to the class of consistently complete algebraic partial orders [S]. In particular, 
conditionally complete algebraic cpo’s are closed under these constructors (and not 
Plotkin’s). 
Both the Smyth and Hoare domains are mainly used to describe bounded non- 
determinism. However, it is certainly conceivable that other interpretations may be 
attached to either power domain. For example, the type structure illustrated in [6] 
suggests using the Hoare constructor as a possible closure for primitive data types. 
In fact, there exist programming languages [2,3] having both user-defined types 
and bounded nondeterminism, each semantically described by a different power 
domain and collectively described by the composition of the two domains, either 
the Smyth of the Hoare or the Hoare of the Smyth. It is then natural to ask if the 
order of composition really matters. 
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Also, commutativity allows finite applications of these power domains to be 
written in the form P”,(PT(A)) up to isomorphism, which may aid in the simplifica- 
tion of domain equations involving the two constructors. 
In this note, we will show that either order of composition gives the same power 
domain up to isomorphism. That is, we define for, any domain D, information 
preserving mappings I: P,(P,(D)) + P,(P,(D)) and @: P,(P,(D)) + P,(P,(D)) 
such that 10 $ and $0 i are both identities. Using these mappings, we construct a 
natural transformation from P, 0 P, to P, 0 P, and show that the two compositions 
are equivalent as functors. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In order for our claim of isomorphism to have any meaning at all, we must 
sharply define the objects over which we are to construct the power domains, and 
we must formalize the notion of isomorphism between them. In the realm of 
category theory, this is a simple matter; therefore, we will describe a category which 
is closed under both our power domains and proceed to show categorical 
isomorphism between the two double power domain constructions. 
The category we choose is the category of information systems described by Scott 
in [S]. The remainder of this section is devoted to key definitions and results from 
[5] which will be used later on. Those familiar with the category of information 
systems may choose to continue at Section 2. 
DEFINITION. The quadruple (D, A, CON, I-) is called an information system 
provided that D is a set of data objects, A is a member of D, CON is a set of finite 
subsets of D which contains all singletons and which is closed under subset, and I- 
is a relation from CON to D satisfying the following axioms: 
(i) utX*uu {X)ECON 
(ii) VUECON.UI--A 
(iii) XEU*U+---X 
(iv) (24+-X) A (VYEU.U+ Y)*u+X. 
As a matter of notation, we frequently write u + v to mean VXE u. u + X, and 
we write +- u if fi3 + u. 
DEFINITION. Let A = (DA, A,, CON,, bA) and B= (DB, A,, CON,, I--~) be 
two information systems, and let - be a relation between CON, and CON,. Then 
- is an approximable mapping from A to B provided 
(a) 0-0, 
(b) (t-u) A (t-u)a(t-(uuu)), 
(c) and (t+,s) A (s-u) A (u+Bu)a(t-u). 
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As stated in [S], information systems along with all approximable mappings 
form a category. The rule of composition is simply ordinary relational composition, 
and the identity morphism 1 A for object A holds between U, v E CON,, respectively, 
whenever u I-~ v. 
We now describe two power domain constructors applicable to the class of infor- 
mation systems. Both definitions are identical to those given in [S], except that the 
restriction of the Smyth constructor to conjunctively closed information systems 
has been lifted in order to simplify the construction of P,o P,. This is not 
serious-it is easy to show that the Smyth power domain constructed from any 
domain A is isomorphic to the one constructed from any conjunctive closure of A 
(both give the same finite elements). 
For notational convenience, let H(x) denote the set of finite subsets of x. 
DEFINITION. Let A = (DA, A,, CON,, hA) be an information system. Then the 
Hoare Power Domain of A is the information system 
P,(A) = (D,,, A,, CON,, t-H), 
where 
D, = CON,, 
AH=0, 
CON, = FS(D,), 
Let S be a set of sets. Define CHOICE(x, S) to be equivalent to t/s E S, x n s # 0. 
We say that x is a choice set of S. Also, let CS(S) be the set of all choice sets 
of s. 
DEFINITION. Let A = (DA, A,, CON,, kA) be an information system. Then 
P,(A) = (D,, A,, CON,, +s) 
is the Smyth Power Domain of A, where 
D,=FS(D,)- (01 
As= PAI 
CON,= {qcD,~3u~CON,.CHOZCE(u,q)) 
qc,a~VuECONAnCS(q)3YEa.u~, Y. 
It is a simple matter to show that both P, and P, produce objects in the 
category of information systems. This will henceforth be assumed. 
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2. DOUBLE POWER DOMAINS 
From the above definitions, we can give the constructions for the Hoare of the 
Smyth and the Smyth of the Hoare power domains by simply applying those 
constructions in succession to an underlying information system. Furthermore, 
since our category is closed under these power domains, we are assured of a well- 
defined result. 
For the following definitions, we assume that A, P,(A), and P,(A) are as given 
in Section 1. 
DEFINITION. We write P,,(A) to mean the double power domain 
Z’,(f’,(A)) = (Dm Am CON,,, t-m), 
where 
D,, = CON.7 = {q E FS(D,) I CS(q) n CON, # lz/} 
A -0 HS  
CON,, = FS( D HS) = FS( CON,) 
cr~,,qr3q’~ctVa~qVu~CON,nCS(q’)3Y~a.~~~ Y. 
DEFINITION. We write P,,(A) to mean the double power domain 
P.s(Z’,(A)) = (DsH, ASH, CONS,, +sH), 
where 
D,,=Fs(CON,)- (01 
A.,= {la> 
CON,, = {p E FS(D,,,) /3p E CON,. CHOZCE(p, ,8)} = FS(D,,) 
B ~SHp~Vp’~FS(CONA)nCS(B)3b~p3u~p’VX~b.u~,X. 
The reader may notice that the composed entailment definitions omit the special 
clause in the Hoare entailment + b, designed to include the empty set. For bSH 
this is not needed, and for I--~~ it is of little concern, since 0 and (A} are equiva- 
lent with respect to entailment. 
Observe that P,,(A) and P,,(A) are similar in many respects. For instance, 
both have sets of sets as basic data elements, in both the weakest element involves 
the empty set, and the consistent sets in both information systems are merely the 
finite subsets of the respective data elements. It seems possible that the two may 
contain the same information in some respect. 
To see this, let B = {b,, b,, . . . . b,} be a family of finite nonempty sets. We can 
form another family of sets A = {a,, a2, . . . . a,} containing all set representatives of 
the family B. That is, each ai is constructed by choosing exactly one element from 
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each bjE B. Given such an A, it is sometimes possible to reconstruct the B, in which 
case A is merely another representation for the set B. When the members of the 
component sets are interpreted as propositions, going from A to B is tantamount 
to applying the distributive law, which we know to be an information preserving 
operation. It is reasonable that elements in D,, and D,, may be mapped by a 
similar distributive process without loss of information. 
3. EQUIVALENCE OF P,,(A) AND P,,(A) AS OBJECTS 
Recall that to show isomorphism between two objects A and B of some category, 
we need to find morphisms A: A -+B and $:B+A such that Ao+=lA and 
I) 0 L = 1 B [ 11. Since the morphisms in our category are approximable mappings, 
we must find approximable mappings between P,, and P, which, when com- 
posed, give the identity approximable mapping. That is, we need to find relations 
1 from CON,, to CON,, and I) from CON,, to CON,, such that 
for a,, cl2 E CON,,, and 
for P,, P2~CONSH. 
Let us assume that we can find two functions 6: D,, + DHs and r: D,, + D,, 
which define the relations A and I) in the following way (a[/?] denotes 
{“(P)IPED&: 
Bla * aCB1 hHS a 
all/B-zCal kSHB. 
Then, using the definition of relational composition, we have 
and 
- 3a.(dB11 hHS Co A (~[~I bSH 8d. 
Now suppose that (T preserves entailment and that rro r maps data elements to 
equivalent elements. That is, suppose the following were true: 
B+SHq-d-Bl +ffs49) W) 
‘G E D,s ({ao~(q)I +--HS 4) A ({4) +ffs a”t(4)b (P2) 
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An easy argument shows that (Pl) and (P2) imply similar properties for t and t 0 U: 
a +--KS P - rCa1 es/f T(P) (P3) 
VP E DSH +4P)) +SH PI A (IPI +.w~04P)). (P4) 
Now we can write 
and 
which are exactly the conditions for isomorphism. There is, however, one small 
matter which should not be overlooked. Although we are sure that # 0 1 and A 0 $ 
are approximable mappings, we have not shown that $ and I themselves are 
approximable mappings. However, since c and r preserve entailment, the required 
conditions are easily shown to be satisfied. 
The only task remaining is to find two functions CJ and r which exhibit properties 
(Pl) through (P4). 
4. DEFINITION OF o AND T 
It was suggested earlier that one may be able to view a data element in either of 
the double power domains as the cross-sectional equivalent of the other, much the 
way a proposition in conjunctive normal form can be written as one in disjunctive 
normal form, and vice versa. 
For the moment, let us interpret elements in D (of any information system) as 
propositions, u E CON as a conjunction of propositions, and interpret u + X to mean 
that the conjunction u logically implies the proposition X. In particular, we interpret 
the elements of D,, as a disjunction of conjunctions of elements of D, and similarly 
interpret the elements of D,, as a conjunction of disjunctions of the same elements 
in D, (this is consistent with [S]). Now if we could define O: DsH+ D,, and 
r: D,, + D,, so that they mapped propositions to logically equivalent propositions 
(when interpreted), then we would expect any image to be no stronger and no 
weaker (with respect to implication) than its preimage. That is, the interpretation 
of a(X) would be logically equivalent to that of XE D,,, and the same equivalence 
would hold between T(Y) and YE D,,. Having defined IJ and r in this manner, 
properties Pl through P4 hold, assuming our interpretations are consistent with the 
axioms for information systems. 
From propositional calculus, applying cr or r to a proposition can be thought of 
as applying a distributive law. It merely changes the form of the proposition (from 
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disjunctive to conjunctive, for example), and not its meaning. Although G and T 
must be defined independently of this or any other interpretation, plainly we would 
like them to be set theoretic counterparts of the distributive operation in proposi- 
tional calculus. The predicate CHOICE allows us to do just that. 
DEFINITION. The function 0: D,, + D,, is given by 
o(q) = (a E uq I CHOZCE(a, q)}. 
DEFINITION. The function r: D,, -+ DSH is given by 
s(p) = (b E up I b E CON, A CHOICE(b, p)}. 
It is easy to see that the ranges of e and r are contained in DHs and DSH, 
respectively, and that e and r can both be extended via set images to map between 
consistent sets (i.e., o[p] = {a(q)1 qE /I}, etc.). Although neither e nor r are 
bijections-in fact, they are neither onto nor one to one-both functions, as we will 
see, are information preserving with respect to entailment. 
5. PROPERTIES 0F o ANO 5 
Before showing that e and r satisfy properties Pl and P2 (and therefore 
properties P3 and P4), we need a few lemmas. Recall that CS(x) denotes the set of 
choice sets of x and KS(x) the set of finite subsets of x. 
LEMMA A. Let P(Y) be a predicate. Then 
VaEd(q)3YEa.P(Y)oVuECS(q)3YEu.P(Y). 
Proof: (-=) obvious, since a(q) E CS(q). Let u E U(q). Then construct 
a=U,,,(bnu). Now a~r~(q)sCS(q), so there is a YE a (and in u) with P(Y). 
Thus VuECS(q).lYEu.P(Y). 1 
LEMMA B. Let P(X) be a predicate. Then 
ProoJ: Trivial for b = 0. Assume b # 0. To show (=a), assume the precedent. 
Then for any u E CS(S), b n u # 0. So there is an XE u with P(X) true. To show 
(0, assume the precedent is not true. Then Vb E S, XE b which does not satisfy 
P. We can construct {Xc U S 11 P(X)} which is in CS(S). Thus 3u E CS(S), such 
that VXE u, iP(X). [ 
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LEMMA C. Let b E CON,,, and let P(u) be a predicate. Then 
VqEFS(CONA)nCS(j3)3uEq.P(u)oVqECS(P)3uEq.P(u). 
Proof: (G=) is obvious. (3) Let q E CS(p). Then UbcP (b n q) is in CS(b) and 
FS(CON,). Therefore 3ug lJhsp (bnq)c_q with P(u). 1 
LEMMA D. Let q E D,,. Then 
VuEq.u+, YoVu~C0N,nCS(o(q)).ut-A Y. 
Proof: (0 is obvious, since u G CON, n CS(a(q)). (a) Let u E CON, n 
CS(o(q)). Then there is a beq with b&u. (Else the set D= {XEblbcq A X$u} 
would be in a(q) and D n u= @, implying not UE CS(a(q)).) But uz b I-~ Y 
implies u tA Y. 1 
LEMMA E. Let u E CON,., Then 
CHOICE(u, g 0 z(p)) o CHOICE(u, p). 
ProoJ Obvious for u = 0. Assume u # 0. 
(a) Suppose UE CON, and 1 CHOICE(u, p). Then there is an aep with 
una=@.SoVbEz(p),IdEbwithdnotinu.ConstructD= {dEbldEt(p) A d$u}. 
Now u n D = 0, but D E (T 0 z(p), thus 1 CHOZCE(u, r~ 0 z(p)). 
(e) Assume CHOICE(u, p), and let b = u n (U,). Note that b is a nonempty 
choice set of p. Since b G u and u E CON,, we get b E CON,, thus b E z(p). This 
implies that for every a E r~ 0 z(p), b n a # 0, and therefore u n a # 0. 1 
We now propose that 0 and z satisfy properties Pl and P2, and hence satisfy P3 
and P4. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let /3 E CON,, and q E D,,. Then 
Bt-.wq-=-dY1~Hs44)~ 
Proof: 
B+mq oVq’~F,S(CONA)nCS(~)3b~q3u~q’VX~b.ut--,X (def. kSH) 
oVq’~FS(CONA)nCS(~)3u~q’Vy~CCS(q)3X~y.ut---,X (Lemma B) 
ovq’ECS(~)3uEq’vylycCS(q)3XEy.u+A x (Lemma C) 
03q’~~vu~q’v~‘yccs(q)3x~y.ut--,x (Lemma B) 
o3q’~~vu~q’vy~o(q)3x~y.uI--,x (Lemma A) 
~~~‘E/~VUECON,~CS(~(~‘))V~E~(~)~XE~.~+,X (Lemma D) 
03p~o(j?)tly~a(q)Vu~CON,nCCS(p)3X~y.u+-, X (rewrite) 
o dY1 +-HS o(q). I 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let p E D,,. Then 
(-4P)l +fLs P A {PI +“.s~o~(P), 
Proof. Assume p E D,,. To show that the first clause is true, it is sufficient to 
show that Va EP and VU E CON, n CS(c 0 t(p)), a n u # @. This is immediate from 
Lemma E. Also, exchanging p and 0 0 z(p) and reapplying Lemma E gives us the 
result {p} bHS f~ 0 z(p). 1 
6. EQUIVALENCE OF P,, AND P,, AS FUNCTORS 
To tie things up neatly, we show that the two power domain constructors are 
equivalent as functors from information systems to information systems. We there- 
fore define a map over morphisms for each constructor and then find a natural 
transformation as in [ 1 ] from P,, to P,,. 
Since P, and P, are covariant functors (as defined in [5]), their compositions 
are also covariant. Given any approximable map f: A -+ B, define fSH and fHs as 
follows: 
~(fSH)t-V~~CS(s)nFS(CON,)3v~CS(t)nFS(CON,)Vy~v3x~u.xfy 
s(fHS)t = Vue t3uEsVxE CS(u) n C0N,3y~ CS(v) n CON+fy. 
We should remark that these relations are technically not approximable because 
they exclude the empty set. However, as in the case of our entailment definition for 
P,, and P,,, this is a minor detail; both relations can be extended in an obvious 
way to approximable maps with no loss of generality or damage to our argument. 
That P,, and P,, are composition preserving is straightforward. Replacing ufv 
with u +- u gives the entailment relations for fSH and fHs, thus identity maps 
correspond. 
Let CON,,,,, and CON,,,,, denote CON,,,,(,, and CONpwscxj, respectively. 
We claim that given an approximable map f: A -+ B, then Vs E CON,,,,,, and 
Vt E CON,,,,, 
where (T~ denotes the function defined in Section 4 from data elements of Ps,(X) 
to data elements in P&X). The proof proceeds analogously to that of Proposition 
1 and is omitted. Note that since 0 0 z(u) and u are equivalent under cHs, it follows 
that 
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Now let A,: P,,(A) -+ P,,(A) and 2. B : P,,(B) + P,,(B) be the isomorphisms 
defined in Section 3. Then for any approximable map f: A + B and any 
s E CON,,,,, and t E CON,,,,,,, we have 
s(nBo(fSH))tO3u.(s(fsw)u) A (4A,)t) 
* 3u.(aAEsl(fHs) UBCul) A (aBCu1 t-HS(B) t) 
- GA CSl(fHS) 6 
and 
S((fHS)oE’A)f*3u.(~A[SI cHS(A)u) * (“(fHS)t)*(TAISl(fHS)t. 
Pictorially, the commutative diagram below exists for allf: A + B. Hence, we have 
defined a natural transformation from P,, to PHS, and since each A,: P,,(A) + 
P,,(A) is an isomorphism, the two functors are equivalent, 
P,,(A) - f SH - p,,(B) 
PHS(A ) - f HS - P,,(B) 
7. SUMMARY 
In this paper, we examined the composition of two well-known domain construc- 
tions and have determined that the order of composition does not matter in the 
category of information systems. In short, either of the double power domains may 
be thought of as a cross-sectional representation of the other when both are viewed 
as objects composed of sets of propositions. One implication is that finite applica- 
tions of both power domains can be expressed in a normal form, such as 
P”,(P”,(A)). This may allow recursive domain equations involving both the Hoare 
and the Smyth constructors to be simplified. 
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